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Introduction:  The problem that our device is trying to solve is that fact that with programs such 
as Steelhead in the Classroom, there is currently nothing that monitors the variables that affect 
trout egg growth.  Our device solves this problem in that we will be monitoring the water’s 
temperature, pH level, and quality while sending all of the data to a website and/or app that can 
be viewed anywhere. 

 
Our Device:  Our device will be one that monitors variables in a fish tank that affect trout egg 
development.  Our device needs to be able to monitor water temperature, the pH of the water, 
the quality of the water in regards to ammonia content, send the captured data to a website 
and/or mobile app.  The temperature must be between 50 and 60 degrees Fahrenheit, but 
ideally at 55 degrees.  The pH must be between 3.5 and 9.8, as that is the ideal range for trout 
to live and grow in.  The ammonia content of the water must be below 0.0125 mg/L.  It must 
also be able to send a warning/alarm notification to the user if the water temperature, pH, and/or 
ammonia content go out of their specified ranges via email.  The device will also have an IR 
camera that will record the development of the eggs and fish in the dark environment of the fish 
tank, and it will stream on our website.  Our website will also include GIS mapping that will show 
where a number of the local tanks that are being monitored, and display the captured data from 
each tank.  Our device will also have a backup power supply that will last at least 48 hours to 
compensate for a power loss over the weekend.  If the power goes down, our device will use the 
backup supply and send a message to the user informing them of this via email.  Our device will 
be powered by a Raspberry Pi Zero W.  We will also allow the user to remotely turn the chiller 
(the device that regulates the water’s temperature) on or off from the website and/or app. 
 
Seneye: The Seneye tank monitoring system checks temperature, light, ammonia, ph, and 
water level. It works from one wall mounted sensor inside of the tank that regularly scans the 
tank for changes in its various parameters. The piece is wired then to a computer running the 
Seneye applet in the background to analyse the results. This applet can communicate with your 
email and phone through an app or through sms messaging. The system is well received but 
many users do not like the applet integration and connecting it to a computer. Given how 
electronics and water work, many are scared to wire a sensor inside of their tank directly into 
one of the most valuable electronic items in their home. Its various capabilities also confound 
users, given how web integration has been described as half finished by some users, and many 
complaints have been issued over the frequency of replacing ph sensor parts, and how easily 
the wall mount falls off the tank wall. [1] [2] 
 



Fishbit: The Fishbit contains a monitor, controller, and app to keep the user connected their 
aquarium at all times. The two devices, the Fishbit monitor and controller, connect to WiFi which 
will allow you to connect to the devices from anywhere with the Fishbit app. The features of the 
Fishbit monitor include, temperature, pH level, and salinity sensing. The monitor also constantly 
checks each sensor to alert the user if either the temperature is too high or low, if the pH level is 
too acidic or basic, and if the salinity of the water is too high or low. The FIshbit app allows you 
to adjust the temperature if a heater is connected, it will allow you to turn on or off a pump, and 
it will allow you adjust the brightness of the LED lights. The Fishbit app will send an alert or 
notification to your phone if there is something wrong in your tank. It will also keep track of your 
monitor in real time and will give you an analysis of the temperature, pH level, and salinity 
throughout the day. There were a few concerns to the Fishbit system that some customers 
observed. One of the concerns was that the probes are unable to be replaced when damaged 
and it is installed in the upper-end of the monitor, sealed up by a thick layer of silicone. Using 
silicone is a big concern because it is prone to failure after a while of being submerged in 
saltwater. Another issue that customers observed is that the software stops live reporting 
aquarium conditions to the user’s smartphone. For the data to be up-to-the-minute, the Fishbit 
system needs to be unplugged and fully restarted. This could be a real problem if an user is 
traveling, at work, or away from their tank.  [3]  [4]  
 
Skybitz: is an industrial tank monitoring system for shipping fluids and storing fluids. It connects 
via a 4g or 5g SIM card to the users server to give them real time access to live statistics. These 
mean having to pay for third party network access and no control over tank conditions. And only 
offer solutions on the supplier industrial levels. [5]  
 
Neptune Systems: The system comes with a temperature and pH sensor as well as a 
connected control unit. The system can be improved further with the purchase of extra sensors 
for all range of variables. The system however, plugs into a router in order to connect remotely. 
This is dangerous because a router or modem must be near a fish tank. The system is also 
programmable so users can setup timing for lighting and testing cycles. The casting and sensor 
rigging seems solid, but maybe a bit too solid. They appear to have issues with mounting easily 
to tanks and walls. [6] [9] 
 
Trout Research: trout are a species of fish that we will be programming the tank to handle 
safely. These fish are very sensitive to many conditions. Of these conditions they are especially 
sensitive to light, temperature, pH, and ammonia. Especially at the early stages of their life, 
when we will be interacting with them. The trout's favorite temperature is 55°F with +- 5°F on 
either end of leniency.[10]  For light they prefer almost 18 hours of darkness to live in. For 
ammonia they prefer under 0.0125 mg/L of ammonia. [7] For pH, the trout enjoy a range of pH 
values, specifically around 3.5-9.8 pH.  They seem to prefer to be in water with pH levels 
between 6.5 and 8.0 according to the US Fish and Wildlife Service. [8] 
 
What Makes SIC Tank Different:  Our device is different from the other devices in that ours will 
include a camera that will stream on our website so that the teachers and students can view the 



development of the eggs they’re growing.  Our device will also be connected to a network 
wirelessly unlike all of the other devices, other than Skybitz. 
 
Table of Previous Works: 
 

Product What it 
Measures/Records 

Similarities Differences Cost 

Fishbit Water temperature, 
salinity, pH 

Measures similar variables, 
alerts user if variables reach a 
danger threshold 

Measures salinity as well, 
wired connection to internet, 
alerts user via app 

$525.00 

Seneye Ammonia, pH, 
Water Temperature 

Measures similar variables, 
alerts user if variables reach a 
danger threshold via email 

wired connection to internet, 
can alert user via app or sms 

$279.00 

Neptune 
Systems 

Water Temperature, 
salinity, ORP, pH 

Measures similar variables, 
alerts user if variables reach a 
danger threshold 

wired connection to internet $800.00 

Skybitz Pressure inside 
tanks 

Wireless connectivity, users 
can view recorded data on a 
website 

Doesn’t measure the same 
variables 

No Listed 
Price Per 
unit 

SIC Tank Water 
Temperature, pH, 
Light Intensity, 
Ammonia, ORP 

Measures similar variables, 
alerts user if variables reach 
a danger threshold 

Measures light intensity, has 
a camera, wireless internet 
connection, alerts user via 
email 

< 
$279.00 
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